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To strengthen government’s non-tax revenue management is a key point for now 
and a henceforth time. As an important part of the government’s non-tax revenue, 
government charge has been studied and discussed all through in fiscal and taxation 
realm. From the end of the last century, departments of academy and practice have made 
profound discussions and continuous reformations about government charges. At 
present, the direction of tax & charge reformation has been ascertained in general, the 
nation-wide regulation of “tri-chaos” has acquired great feat, tax & charge reformation 
in rural area has got phase fruit, yet we must bear in mind that those feats are only for 
the now being stage, there is still no common understanding about the characteristics 
and effects of tax & charge reformation, and the canonical government charging system 
has not been established. So, making clear the status and effect of government charge, 
establishing canonical government charge system with lasting effect, avoiding the 
“tri-chaos” problem showing up again are still important missions facing the 
departments of academy and practice. 
This paper, taking the object of optimizing China’s government charge system 
design, begins from the generic theories of government charge, introduces and analyses 
the theoretical bases, economic efficiencies of government charge and theories about its 
generic pricing models, studies and summarizes the experiences of government charge 
in foreign market economies, and pays great attention to how to establish government 
charge system according to China’s situation. 
This paper contains contents and opinions as follow: 
1. This paper makes clear of government charge’s definition, meaning, 
characteristics and applying area, believing government charge is the price charged by 
nation (administrational departments and other public departments) on the 
micro-economic entities who the government provides special services to or benefit 
from quasi-public goods to satisfy society’s public needs. Its characteristics are direct 
benefiting, voluntarily revision and non-universality, it’s appropriate for areas of 













government financing approach under market economy. The paper believes that in 
certain areas, government charge has less distortion effect on economy than taxation, 
and it has the characteristics of enhancing efficiency, ascertaining the quantity and 
improving the quality of public goods, and promoting social fairness. So, there’s the 
necessity of government charge’s existence. 
2. The paper thinks that under market economy, government is not the only 
substitution of market failure, there are also some sub-excellent forms, such as private 
departments, nonprofit organizations and cooperation organizations between private and 
governmental departments. Even the substitution of government for market is 
acceptable, we must still compare the economic efficiency between taxation financing 
and charge financing, and charge is advisable only when the positive social benefit of 
charge is greater than that of taxation. And taking the form of charge doesn’t mean 
enhancing the efficiency, inappropriate charge establishment may hurt the efficiency, 
especially under some situation where there is some administrational monopoly factors. 
So, establishing reasonable charge criteria is the key point of enhancing efficiency.  
3. This paper introduces the scales and management of government charge of 
several market economy countries. Comparing the similarities and differences and 
summarizing the common experience of government charge management, the papers 
believes that government charge has its rule in nature, yet government charges in 
different countries are not the same because of different nation’s situations, there is 
differences in practice. We can’t copy other country s’ experience and models when 
design China’s government charge system, we must scheme it according to our 
country’s situation. 
4. The paper analyses the developing process of China’s government charge 
particularly, thinks The inflation in scale and chaos in management of government 
charge had great negative influence, yet according to situations of those days, 
government charge had positive effects in two aspects, firstly, alleviating the fiscal 
hardness when the central and local government finances were having descending 














secondly, government satisfying social needs by government charge because at the 
beginning of reformation, there was explosion in some level of the public’s 
long-depressed “public needs” as the personal income increased, and the needs were so 
hearty and diverse.  
5. The last but not the least point of the paper is having designed a new system of 
government charge according to China’s situation for the new era, that is a system of 
“power dispersing in moderate degree, scientific decision making, management in order, 
reasonable institutions, payment with reason, and powerful regulation”. 
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